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In 1800, when she was about 12 years old,
Sacagawea was kidnapped by a war party of
Hidatsa Indians - enemies of her people, the
Shoshones. She was taken from her Rocky
Mountain homeland, located in today' s Idaho,
to the Hidatsa-Mandan villages near modem
Bismarck, North Dakota. There, she was later
sold as a slave to Toussaint Charbonneau, a
French-Canadian fur trader who claimed
Sacagawea and another Shoshone woman as his
"wives." In November 1804, the Corps of
Discovery arrived at the Hidatsa-Mandan
villages and soon built a fort nearby. In the
American Fort Mandan on February 11, 1805,
Sacagawea gave birth to her son Jean-Baptiste
Charbonneau, who would soon become
America's youngest explorer.
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Captain Clark wrote that the "great object was
to make every letter sound" in recording Indian
words in their journals. The pronunciation of Sacagawea's name in years since the
expedtion as "Sacajawea" does not match "Sah-cah' gah-we-ah," the way that the
captains recorded the young Shoshone woman's name. In fact, her name -- made
by joining the Hidatsa words for bird ("sacaga") and woman ("wea") -- was
written 17 times by the explorers in their journals and on their maps, and each time
it was spelled with a "g" in the third syllable.

The Shoshones possessed horses that the expedition needed to cross the Bitterroot
Mountains. The captains felt that because of her Shoshone heritage, Sacagawea
could be important in trading for horses when the Corps reached the western
mountains and the Shoshones. While Sacagawea did not speak English, she spoke
Shoshone and Hidatsa. Her husband Charbonneau spoke Hidatsa and French. In
effect, Sacagawea and Charbonneau would become an intepreter team. As Clark
explained in his journals, Charbonneau was hired "as an interpreter through his
wife." If and when the expedition met the Shoshones, Sacagawea would talk with
them, then translate to Hidatsa for Charbonneau, who would translate to French.
The Corps' Francois Labiche spoke French and English, and would make the final
translation so that the two English-speaking captains would understand.

Sacagawea, with the infant Jean Baptiste, was the only woman to accompany the
33 members of the permanent party to the Pacific Ocean and back. Baptiste, who
Captain Clark affectionately named "Pomp" or "Pompy" for his "little dancing
boy" frolicking, rode with Sacagwea in the boats and on her back when they
traveled on horseback. Her activities as a member of the Corps included digging
for roots, collecting edible plants and picking berries; all of these were used as
food and sometimes, as medicine. On May 14, 1805, the boat Sacagawea was
riding in was hit by a high wind and nearly capsized. She recovered many
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important papers and supplies that would otherwise have been lost, and her
calmness under duress earned the compliments of the captains.

On August 12, 1805, Captain Lewis and three men scouted 75 miles ahead of the
expedition's main party, crossing the Continental Divide at today's Lemhi Pass.
The next day, they found a group of Shoshones. ot only did they prove to be
Sacagawea's band, but their leader, Chief Cameahwait, turned out to be none other
than her brother. On August 17, after five years of separation, Sacagawea and
Cameahwait had an emotional reunion. Then, through their intepreting chain of the
captains, Labiche, Charbonneau, and Sacagawea, the expedition was able to
purchase the horses it needed.

Sacagawea turned out to be incredibly valuable to the Corps as it traveled
westward, through the territories of many new tribes. Some of these Indians,
prepared to defend their lands, had never seen white men before. As Clark noted
on October 19, 1805, the Indians were inclined to believe that the whites were
friendly when they saw Sacagawea. A war party never traveled with a woman --
especially a woman with a baby. During council meetings between Indian chiefs
and the Corps where Shoshone was spoke, Sacagawea was used and valued as an
interpreter.

On November 24, 1805, when the expedition reached the place where the
Columbia River emptied into the Pacific Ocean, the captains held a vote among all
the members to decide where to settle for the winter. Sacagawea's vote, as well as
the vote of the Clark's manservant York, were counted equally with those of the
captains and the men. As a result of the election, the Corps stayed at a site near
present-day Astoria, Oregon, in Fort Clatsop, which they constructed and inhabited
during the winter of 1805-1806.

While at Fort Clatsop, local Indians told the expedition of a whale that had been
stranded on a beach some miles to the south. Clark assembled a group of men to
find the whale and possibly obtain some whale oil and blubber, which could be
used to feed the Corps. Sacagawea had yet to see the ocean, and after willfully
asking Clark, she was allowed to accompany the group to the sea. As Captain
Lewis wrote on January 6, 1806, "[T]he Indian woman was very impo[r]tunate to
be permited to go, and was therefore indulged; she observed that she had traveled a
long way with us to see the great waters, and that now that monstrous fish was also
to be seen, she thought it very hard she could not be permitted to see either."

During the expedition's return journey, as they passed through her homeland,
Sacagawea proved a valuable guide. She remembered Shoshone trails from her
childhood, and Clark praised her as his "pilot." The most important trail she
recalled, which Clark described as "a large road passing through a gap in the
mountain," led to the Yellowstone River. (Today, it is known as Bozeman Pass,
Montana.) The Corps returned to the Hidatsa-Mandan villages on August 14, 1806,
marking the end of the trip for Sacagawea, Charbonneau and their boy, Jean
Baptiste. When the trip was over, Sacagawea received nothing, but Charbonneau
was given $500.33 and 320 acres ofland.

Six years after the expedition, Sacagawea gave birth to a daughter, Lisette. On
December 22, 1812, the Shoshone woman died at age 25 due to what later medical
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researchers believed was a serious illness she had suffered most of her adult life.
Her condition may have been aggravated by Lisette's birth. At the time of her
death, Sacagawea was with her husband at Fort Manuel, a Missouri Fur Company
trading post in present-day South Dakota. Eight months after her death, Clark
legally adopted Sacagawea's two children, Jean Baptiste and Lisette. Baptiste was
educated by Clark in St. Lous, and then, at age 18, was sent to Europe with a
German prince. It is not known whether Lisette survived past infancy.

During most of the 20th century, several generations of Americans have believed a
theory that originated in 1907 by Dr. Grace Raymond Hebard, Librarian,
University of Wyoming. According to Dr. Hebard's theory, a person who lived to
age 100 on the Wind River Indian Reservation (Wyoming) was the Sacagawea of
the Lewis and Clark expedition. Alleged to have been "Sacajawea," which was
interpreted to mean "boat launcher," that woman died and was buried on the
reservation on April 9, 1884. Dr. Hebard formalized her theory in her 1932 book,
Sacagawea: A Guide and Intepreter of the Lewis and Clark Expedition.

The only written documents that have been found positively identifying that
elderly woman are the listing of her name on a ovember 1, 1877 census roll of
the Wind River Shoshone and Bannock Indians, and the woman's April 9, 1884
death certificate. Both of these official documents clearly record her name as
"Bazil's Mother." At age 100 in 1884, Bazil's Mother would have been born in
1784, making her 21 years old in 1805 -- the year Sacagawea set out with Lewis
and Clark. Most 20th century books, encyclopedias, and movies have perpetuated
this theory, creating the mistaken identity of the Wind River woman.
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Among the Shoshones
F. hus it was that lewis found Cameahwait's band of Shoshones and urged them to go with him
L!.....J back to "my brother captain" and the party that included "a woman of his nation." Reluctantly,
fearing a Blackfeet ambush, Chief Cameahwait and some of his people did agree to go - when lewis
and his men promised to switch clothing with the Shoshones. On the morning of August 17, Clark was
walking behind Sacagawea and Charbonneau when lewis and his men appeared in the distance, their
Shoshone ctothing recognizable before their faces were.

The Intertrepeter & Squar who were before me at Some
distance danced for the joyful Sight, and She made signs to
me that they were her nation .... The Great Chief of this
nation proved to be the brother of the Woman with us and is
a man of Influence.

Lewis wrote that

Capt. Clark arrived with the Interpreter Charbono and the
Indian woman, who proved to be a sister of the Chif
Cameahwait. the meeting of those people was really
affecting, particularly between Sah ca-gar-we-ah and an
Indian woman, who had been taken prisoner at the same
time with her, and who had afterwards escaped from the
[Hidatsas] and rejoined her nation.

The whites could understand only the display of universal human emotions before them when
greetings, news, and introductions of husband and baby were exchanged in the Shoshone tongue. That
evening, serious discussion began, with a translation chain - from the captains to Francois Labic E to
Charbonneau to Sacagawea to Cameahwait, and back. The "interpretess" was now at work, beginning
her most significant contribution to the expedition.

The Shoshones' aid was more than generous, selling horses, carrying cargo, sharing knowledge of the
Bitterroot Mountains and the Columbia River's highest waters, and supplying a guide to take the Corps
to and across the Nez Perce trail over the Bitterroots.

To en of Pea
iD lUring that harrowing, starving trek, the joumals are silent on how Sacagawea and her infant fared.

Her leave-taking of her own people also went unrecorded. She is absent from the captains'
journals until October 13, when the Corps is on the Columbia below the Palouse River, and Clark
writes, "The wife of Shabono our interpetr we find reconsiles all the Indians, as to our friendly intentions
[.] a woman with a party of men is a token of peace"

He gave a more detailed example on October 19, when Clark, Drouillard and the Field brothers were
walking on the Columbia's waShington side ahead of the canoes. Reaching a village of Umatilla people
near present Plymouth, the whites found men, women, and children hiding in terror. Clark emptied his
pockets and made gifts, but could not persuade the men to come outdoors and smoke with him - an
invitation given while freely entering their woven-mat lodges as if asked! Only fIVe men ventured out,
saying that the whites "came from the clouds &c &c ... and were not men &c. &c." Then the canoes
hove into view, and the Umatillas came out of their homes -

as Soon as they Saw the Squar wife of the interperters ...they
pointed to her and informed those {still indoors, who]
imediately all came out and appeared to assume new life, the
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sight of This Indian woman ... confirmed those people of our
friendly intentions, as no woman ever accompanies a war
party of Indians in this quarter.

After reaching the Columbia's estuary and exploring the Washington side for a winter site, the captains
held the third of their advisory polls, on November 24.- The choices were to cross and see what the
Oregon side offered, or go back upstream, specifically to either The Dalles or the Sandy River. Only
Charbonneau expressed no opinion. York was for checking the Oregon side, and Sacagawea's
comment - recorded below the individual and totalled ballots that included York's - Clark wrote as
•Janey[:) in favour of a place where there is plenty of Potas rpotatoes," or edible roots of any kind),"
Were the captains socially forward-looking? Definitely not. But this "vote" suggests how the small band
of interdependent companions existed on the practical level for its own survival, temporarily outside of
time and culture and army regulations. And practical the young mother was in her suggestion. "Janey"?
The warmth of a nickname is stunning in Clark's journal pages, but no explanation comes. Nor is the
word ever repeated in the joumals."

Most of the Corps stayed at a base camp on Tongue Point, Oregon, while lewis and some men
scouted for a wintering site in early December. On the 2nd, Joseph Field brought in the marrow bones
of "the first Elk we have killed on this Side the rocky mounts," and the next day Sacagawea rendered
the fat from them. Clark, who was ailing from the diet of pounded salmon, said the "Grease ... is
Superior to the tallow of the animal." It would make a nourishing broth, but Clark did not say how he
came to taste it, and whether Sacagawea prepared it for him.

While mentioned a few times as gathering wild plants for food, Sacagawea is portrayed as cook only
twice. A few days before the marrow bones, on November 30, Clark had written

The Squar gave me a piece of bread made of flour which She
had reserved [the Corps' last mentioned use of flour was

nearly three months before} for her child and carefully Kept
until this time, which has unfortunately got wet, and a little
Sour - this bread I eate with great Satisfaction, it being the
only mouthfull I had tastedfor Several months past.

Going to the Ocea
I () I n November 20, Sacagawea played banker for the Corps. The Clatsop chief Coboway visited,I.!!Jand one of the people with him displayed a "robe" made of sea otter, "more butifull than any fur I
had ever Seen" (Clark). Both captains offered several trade articles for it and were turned down
(Ordway noted that the Clatsops would accept only blue beads, and lMlitehouse that these were the
most valuable to them). But "at length we precured it for a belt of blue beeds which the Squar ... wore
around her waste" (Clark). The next day, her loan was repaid with "a Coate of Blue cloth."

Clark wrote on Christmas 1805 about the "pore" celebration dinner, and also listed the gifts he
received, including "two Dozen white weazils tails of the Indian woman." Where and how she obtained
them is unknown. It seems likely that she had observed how French and British traders visiting or living
among the Hidatsas celebrated their winter holiday, and she may have learned more about Christmas
from her Catholic husband.

On January 5, 1806, Alexander Willard and Peter Weiser returned from helping set up Salt Camp. They
brought in some blubber obtained from Tillamook Indians, who were butchering a beached whale near
Salt Camp. After Fort Clatsop residents cooked and ate some, Clark decided to take twelve men and
try to trade for a supply. This drew a reaction from Sacagawea that Clark recorded the next day,
preserving a glimpse of her personality and curiosity about the world:

The last evening Shabono and his Indian woman was very
impatient to be permitted to go with me, and was therefore
indulged; She observed that She had traveled a long way
with us to See the great waters, and that now that monstrous
fish was also to be Seen, She thought it verry hard that She
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Could not be permitted to See either (She had never yet been
to the Ocian).

Of the trip, Clark waxed romantic about lhe ocean - "the grandest and most pleasing prospects which
my eyes ever surveyed, in my frount a boundless Ocean ... the Seas rageing with emence wave and
brakeing with great force from the rocks" - and described the hardship of climbing over Tillamook
Head burdened with blubber, but did not mention Sacagawea or her reactions.



The Interpreter's Wife

who was but just recovering from a Severe indisposition, and
was wet and Cold, I was fearfull of a relaps

•..•ecoyniziilg - not Guiding
r:\l s the Corps worked hard poling the boats up a stretch of Missouri now under Canyon Ferry Lake
In Inorth of Townsend, Montana, on July 22,

The Indian woman recognizes the country and assures us
that this is the river on which her relations [the Shoshones]
live, and that the three forks are at no great distance. this
peice of information has cheered the sperits of the party who
now begin to console themselves with the anticipation of
shortly seeing the head of the missouri yet unknown to the
civilized world. {Lewis]

Welcome news, indeed - but not quite "guiding." Lewis was not quite ready to trust Sacagawea's six-
year-old memories. After all, the Hidatsas who told about the Great Falls portrayed them as a single fall
that took one day to pass around. On July 24, he admitted,

Ifear every day that we shall meet with some considerable
falls or obstruction in the river notwithstanding the
information of the Indian woman to the contrary who
assures us that the river continues much as we see it. I can
scarcely form an idea of a river runing to great extent
through such a rough mountainous country without having
it's stream intersepted by some dif.ficultand gangerous [sic]
rappids or falls.

On the 30th, near today's town of Three Forks, Montana (a few miles southwest of the confluence of
the Missouri's headwaters), Lewis was walking with the Charbonneaus when Sacagawea suddenly
stopped and said they were exactly where the Hidatsas had captured her.

While Lewis never commented that her headwaters information had proved correct, the next time
Sacagawea recognized a landmark, on August 8, he was ready to act on her knowledge. The Corps
were now moving up the Beaverhead River in southwestern Montana, when

the Indian woman recognized the point of a high plain to our
right which she informed us was not very distantfrom the
summer retreat of her nation on a river beyond the
mountains .... this hill she says her nation calls ~
• adfrom a conceived resemblance .... she assures us that
we shall either find her people on this river on the river
immediately west of it's source .... as it is now all important
with us to meet with those people as soon as possible, I
determined ... to proceed tomorrow with a small party ...
until Lfound the Indians.
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Meriwether Lewis
&

William Clark

Meriwether Lewis was born August 18,1774, near
CbarlottesviHe, VA, and was a boyhood neighbor of
Thomas Jefferson. In 1794, Lewis joined the militia
and, at the rank of Ensign, was attached to a
sublegion of General "Mad Anthony" Wayne
commanded by Lieutenant William Clark. In sharing
the experiences of the Northwest Campaign against
the British and the Indians, Lewis and Clark
fashioned the bonds of an enduring friendship.

On March 6, 1801, Lewis, as a young Army Captain
in Pittsburgh, received a letter from the soon to be
inaugurated President, Thomas Jefferson, offering
Lewis a position as his secretary-aide. It said, "Your
knolege of the Western country, of the army, and of
it's interests and relations has rendered it desireable
for public as well as private purposes that you
should be engaged in that office." Lewis readily
accepted the position.

The reference to Lewis' "knolege of the Western country" hinted that
Jefferson was again planning an expedition to explore the West and
had tentatively decided that Lewis would be its commander. On
February 28. 1803, Congress appropriated funds for the Expedition,
and Lewis who had worked closely with Jefferson on preparations
for it was commissioned its leader.

As he made arrangements for the Expedition, Lewis concluded it
would be desirable to have a co-commander. With Jefferson's
consent, he offered the assignment to his friend and former
commanding officer, William Clark, who was living with his
brother, George Rogers, at Clarksville, Indiana Territory. Clark
accepted, stating in his reply, "The enterprise &c. is Such as I have
long anticipate and am much pleased .... My friend, I do assure you
that no man lives whith whome I would perfur to undertake Such a
Trip &c. as yourself."

Also a native Virginian, Clark, born August 1, 1770, was 4 years
older than Lewis. In capability and background, he and Lewis shared
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much in common. They were relatively young, intelligent,
adventurous, resourceful, and courageous. Born leaders, experienced
woodsmen-frontiersmen, and seasoned Army officers, they were
cool in crisis and quick to make decisions. Clark, many times over,
would prove to be the right choice as joint leader of the Expedition.

In temperament Lewis and Clark were opposites. Lewis was
introverted, melancholic, and moody; Clark, extroverted, even-
tempered and gregarious. The better educated and more refined
Lewis, who possessed a philosophical, romantic and speculative
mind, was at home with abstract ideas; Clark, of a pragmatic mold,
was more of a practical man of action. Each supplied vital qualities
which balanced their partnership.

Their relationship ranks high in the realm of notable human
associations. It was a rare example of two men of noble heart and
conscience sharing responsibilities for the conduct of a dangerous
enterprise without ever losing each other's respect or loyalty. Despite
frequent stress, hardships, and other conditions that could easily
have bred jealousy, mistrust or contempt, they proved to be self-
effacing brothers in command and leadership. During their long
journey, there is not a single trace of a serious quarrel or dispute
between them.

After the Expedition, Lewis was appointed Governor of the
Louisiana Territory; Clark was promoted to Brigadier General and
appointed to the Superintendency of Indian Affairs. Lewis, at age
35, died tragically on October 11, 1809, just three years after the
Expedition. His grave lies within Natchez Trace National Parkway,
near Hohenwald, Tennessee. Thomas Jefferson, who held life-long
affection for his protege, is credited with the Latin inscription on
Lewis' tombstone: Immaturus obi: sed tujelicior annos Vive meos,
Bona Republica! Viva tuos. (I died young: but thou, 0 Good
Republic, live out my years for me with better fortune.)

Clark lived a long and productive life in St. Louis, dying September
1 1838, at age 68. He is buried in the Clark family plot. In deserved
tribute, both Meriwether Lewis and William Clark are recognized
members of that generation of our young nation's heroes who __ .
launched within themselves a drive of nationalistic vision and
patriotic will that would form th.e..spirit and richness of American
history itself.
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